No. JMRC/O&S/DO/Penalty/ O&M Act/2015

Date: 01.09.15

To,
All Station Controllers, SHO/ Metro Police
Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation Ltd., Jaipur

Sub.: Offences and penalties for public & passengers under the Metro Railways (Operation and Maintenance) Act, 2002.

Ref.:- 1. Executive Director (Operations)’s office order No. 3 (1)JMRC/O&S/GM(O)/OS dated 14.05.2014.

1. Vide office order under reference I, offences and penalties for public & passengers under the various Sections of the Metro Railways (Operation and Maintenance) Act, 2002 have been notified by the Jaipur Metro Railway Administration. The office order is uploaded on public website of JMRC, and suitable signages are provided at Jaipur Metro Rail premises for information and awareness of the public & passengers (copies attached).

2. Rule 4 of the Metro Railways (Carriage and Ticket) Rules, 2014 stipulates on prohibition against carriage of dangerous and offensive material by public & passengers on Metro Railway premises including carriages. The Rule is also uploaded on public website of JMRC, and suitable signages are provided at Jaipur Metro Rail premises for information and awareness of the public & passengers (copies attached).

3. Vide Notification No. JMRC/O&S/DO/O&M Rules/MoUD/ 2015 dated 25.06.2015, Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation has allowed its passengers and other authorized persons to carry some of the goods, particularly allowed to carry and use mobiles & cameras for photography, allowed to carry packed eatables but not allowed to consume the same, and packed or sealed water bottles, beverages, etc, and if necessary, consume the same but without littering (copy attached).

4. Under Section 59 (1) of the Metro Railways (O&M) Act, 2002, if any person in any carriage, or upon any part of the Metro Railway is in a state of intoxication; or commits any nuisance or vandalism or act of indecency, or usages abusive or obscene language; or wilfully or without excuse interferes in any way with the comfort of any passenger shall be punishable with fine up to Rs. 500/- and forfeiture of paid fare or removed from carriage by any railway official authorized by the Metro Railway Administration.

5. Accordingly, suitable instructions and signages are provided by Jaipur Metro Rail Administration at their carriages and metro premises/ stations enlisting some of the acts of indecency and interfering with the comfort of any passengers under the Section 59 (1), as below:
   i) no littering;
   ii) no spitting;
   iii) no smoking;
   iv) not allowed to consume food;
   v) not allowed to carry live animals or birds

6. As such, the activities as specified in above para 5 may be considered for offences and penalties to be levied on public & passengers under Section 59 (1) of the Metro Railway (O&M) Act, 2002.

Encl. As above

(C.S. Jeetendar)
Director (Operations & Systems)

Copy to: ED/ GM (OP, RS, Traction/ E&M, S&T), JGM (Civil), JMRC, DCP, Jaipur Metro